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Each year Keaukaha preschoolers and
Elementary School students participate in a
project illustrating malama, one of the school's
core values.

This year, the preschoolers’ ‘Ohana decided to
visit our Zoo. Once they decided where their
field trip would take them, they were very
excited to go as a class, and when the 6th

graders (Kumu Fujii’s class) were invited along
they were overwhelmed with joy.
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Here the Keaukaha kids with their best tiger faces show  us a tiger's roar.*  

* Tigers are in the same group as lions, leopards, and jaguars. These four cats are the only ones 
who can roar. The tiger's roar is not like the full-voiced roar of a lion, but more like a sentence of 
snarly, shouted words.

Now they needed to raise some money 
because they wanted to adopt 3 animals, 
and with the assistance of Kumu McComber 
and some of the school facility the kids 
decided recycling was a great idea.   So they 
collected recyclables and raised $150, which 
they donated to the zoo for adoption of the 
Lemurs, White Bengal Tiger and Sloth. 

In preparation for going to the zoo, the 
preschoolers learned about the rainforest



(Continued from front page)

by building the different levels of the
rainforest – emergent, canopy, understory and
forest floor - and by studying which animals
live in the rainforest

Then the 6th graders and preschoolers
buddied up into groups and chose an animal
of the rainforest to do research on. Once a
week each group would get together and
research their chosen animal. Their goal was
to learn about their animals of choice so once
they got to the zoo, they would be able to give
a short informational talk about that animal to
their classmates.

This worked out perfectly; when the kids got
to the zoo, the preschoolers were put in
charge of handling the zoo map while their 6th

grade buddies handled the zoo guide. They
made a perfect team.

As the kids made their way through the zoo
and reached an animal which they had
studied, they all quietly gathered around and
listened to the various informational talks
given by the preschoolers - and their 6th grade
buddies who were there to prompt them.
They were so proud of their accomplishments;
their hard work payed off and they had a great
time doing it.

The day went by quickly as they did their
walking tour, presentations, and lunch, which
was followed by free time (animals visits,
playground activities).

Kumu McComber pointed out to the kids that
every time they go to the zoo to visit, they
should remember that they helped to malama
these animals for this year.

Collecting recyclables to raise money 
so the school kids could adopt 3 zoo 

animals.
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Malama Project 2020
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Message from the President
Pat Engelhard

Have you ever wondered about the fabulous
benches at our zoo, or about the person who
created them? Have you thought about the
wonderful artwork depicting the inhabitants
of our zoo as you are walking around the
main pavilion inside the zoo? All of them are
the handiwork of Charlene Lofgreen, who
lives right here on our island.

Charlene has been in Hawaii for about 18
years and considers it her home base. Born
and raised in Show Low, Arizona, where she
knew from the age of 2 that she loved art of
all forms. When she was very young, she
worked with papier-mâché, something that
many of us did as kids, layering newspapers

over a shaped framework using glue or, as I
did, flour and water. Did you ever make a
mask? That process is very similar to the one
she uses to shape the animal benches which
are located throughout the zoo. Charlene’s
first attempt was making a chameleon bench.
Pam Mizuno, Zoo Administrator, saw that
chameleon and asked her to consider making
two tiger benches for the zoo. So, Charlene
made two benches of Namaste, our beloved
White Tiger before he passed away in 2014.
This was the start of forming our zoo animal
benches. The first Namaste bench is located
just inside the entrance to the Zoo. The
second is placed near the overlook shelter of
the lower pond in the tiger habitat.

Charlene starts with two metal chairs and rebar to make the foundation of the bench. She
covers that foundation with chicken wire to start the basic framework of the animal she is
creating. She forces mortar into the chicken wire to design the shape of her animal. Then she
layers on burlap, in much the same fashion as we did with newspaper strips, as kids. Charlene
uses mortar to make the details of the animal’s image. When the animal is shaped to her
satisfaction, and smoothed so that it can serve as a bench, the last part of Charlene’s process is
to paint the small details that make our benches such unique works of art. Have you noticed the
tongue on the Anteater Bench? Have you seen the skin designs on the snake bench? Her work
enriches the zoo experience for all who visit with us. And, to top it all off, she provides touch up
painting and cleaning when the benches begin to look a little shabby from the constant wear
and tear as well as the weather.

Here Charlene is seen applying her 
technique  on another bench, soon to 

be revealed in the zoo.
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In addition to the benches, Charlene has painted the exterior of the main pavilion in the middle
of the zoo. She spent about a month creating the images of every animal in the zoo at the time.
They are so realistic and depict our animals so well. Have you noticed the Spider Monkey
checking out his image in the pool on the makai wall? Have you found the tiny Marmoset
Monkeys? Or have you seen the Monarch Butterfly chrysalis on the mauka wall? See if you can
find it. It is well worth the search as you look at all the other the details of this wonderful artist’s
work.

Above: The walls of the big pavilion. Below: A closeup of the
white tiger area. Right Top: macaw bench Middle Right –
anteater bench and Bottom Right – Vireya flower bench.
These benches and many more are found though out the zoo.
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Visit our Giant Anteaters

Anteaters are edentate animals; they have no teeth. Yet their long tongues are more
than adequate to lap up around 35,000 ants and termites each day. The giant anteater
can be identified by its large size, elongated muzzle, and long bushy tail. The giant
anteater has a small mouth at the end of an elongated head and a long tubular snout,
which is up to 24 inches long. They have a thin gray tongue, covered with saliva and
tiny prickles. Their eyesight is very poor, but they have well developed senses of
hearing and smell.

As the largest of all four anteater species, the giant anteater can reach up to eight feet
long from the tip of their snout to the end of their tail. They weigh between 44 and 86
pounds. Males are usually larger than females - except in our case, where Penny Ant-
E is larger than Jerry. They have coarse, dense fur with a stiff ridge of bristles along the
back. Their fur is gray with thick black bands with white outlines that stretch from throat
to shoulder. They have powerful forelimbs with long claws that do not retract. The
second and third fingers are used to dig for ants and termites. They walk on their
knuckles to protect their claws.

Giant Anteaters are found in Central and South American where they forage in open
areas and rest in more forested habitats. They sniff out their prey of termites and ants,
worms, larvae and some fruit. An anteater can dip its tongue into an anthill or termite
mound up to 150 times a minute and may eat as many as 35,000 ants or termites in a
single day! Their zoo diet consists of a specially formulated insectivore diet, leaf eater
diet and cat food, and any ants or termites they find. Sadly, the giant anteaters are
threatened due to habitat loss and hunting.

Visit our giant anteaters,
they are great fun to watch.
Their enclosure was
doubled in size recently and
they are loving it. You can
help the zoo by visiting the
gift shop, they sell stuffed

Photo on the 
left is Jerry, on 
the right is 
Penny Ant-E

anteaters which are adorable.
(Photo on the left). You can
also help the anteaters by
adopting a symbolic giant
anteater package for only
$25. Visit hilozoo.org All
donations go directly towards
the animals.

http://hilozoo.org/
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What’s new at the zoo
Pam Mizuno – Zoo Director

Winter weather has been wet, windy and cold, cold, cold lately!  Can’t wait for spring to appear 
at the zoo and warm things up a bit.  For those of you willing to brave the weather, get your rain 
gear on and head to the zoo!  You might just get a glimpse of our Sloth family.  Sid (dad), Akala 
(mom) and Baby GIRL Sloth, who is now almost 8 months old and growing!  Her favorite food is 
purple sweet potato…YUM!  

Sid

Baby

Akala

Thanks to our very talented Zookeeper Kyle, 
our Reptile/Amphibian exhibits have been 
getting a new look and face lifts.  He uses his 
expertise and artistic talent to create rocks, 
ledges, pools, waterfalls and streams to 
simulate the animals’ natural habitats.  
Tropical rainforest, grasslands, or steppe, Kyle 
is able to create a comfortable naturalistic 
setting for our reptile house residents.
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Continued from page 7

In the last newsletter I included information and a photo of our Amorphophallus titanium
(Corpse Plant) that came back from a 6-year dormancy. All three leaves have survived and are
in the growing phase. Hopefully, this means we now have new plants we can propagate for
the possibility of future Corpse Flowers blooming in the zoo.

Friends of the Pana’ewa Zoo Members

The Friends of the Pana’ewa Zoo appreciate all our new and renewing members. Thank you so 
much for your support and involvement. Be on the lookout for members-only perks in the next 
newsletter! In this edition of the newsletter, we would like to recognize 2020 Membership 
Donations at the Supporter Level and new Lifetime Members:

Support
Gailyn Ahuna-Lum        
Lisa & Kevin Cahill
Ann & Cliff Caldwell
Betsy Del Sarto
Bob and Betsy Duerr
Cindy Granholm 
Ronald Hunsaker
Keith Loll
Dale McBeath

Nancy Jo Moses
Lisa Nelms
Jeanette Phillips
Diana Saling
Barbara Sparks
Janice Walker
Jill and Richard Wexler
Kimberly Williams
Jarvis & Lauren Wong

Lifetime
Joanne Harmelin
Richard Hulse
Jill Jacunski

It’s not too late to join or 
renew your membership. 
Go to MEMBERSHIPS

https://www.hilozoo.org/membership-new/


Kiba is our New World Capuchin Monkey. In the wild they live in tropical and subtropical
regions of Central and South America. This makes Hawaii a very pleasant place to live for him.
Kiba is very smart and loves an audience. If you tell him how handsome he is, he may pick up
his mirror and start grooming himself. If you continue to tell him how handsome he is, he may
suddenly turn towards you and smile, then get back to grooming. If you tell him how smart he
is, he may pick up his brush and start cleaning the bars on his enclosure. You can spend quite a
while entertaining this little guy. Below, Kiba is closely examining a paper towel roll with hidden
peanut butter on the inside. He carefully unwraps the roll not to miss anything.

Tiger  Fun DayPana’ewa Zoo Plant Sale
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Coming soon - May 2nd
Many of the local plant merchants will be
bringing some of their best plants to this sale.
Not only do they have large plants for yards
but also smaller ones for landscaping and
flowers. You don’t want to miss this!

8:00 am to 2:00 pm

Coming soon – June 27th

Help the zoo celebrate the tigers’ 5th birthday.
There will be food and refreshments, zoo 
passports, face painting, games and much 
more.    This is the zoo’s biggest annual fund 
raiser; help make it the best one ever. 

9:00 am to 1:30 pm



Pat Engelhard - President  
Jean Jasina - Vice President  

Arla Meyer– Secretary
Joy Katada – Treasurer
Nina Bremer – Publicity

Dolores Coulson – Newsletter,Adoptions
Shirley Howard – Facebook
Beth Dean – Membership

BarbaraThomason  
Lisa Nelms  
Shey Kravas

MarleneMedeiros
Candace Bautista

Zoo Director
Pam Mizuno

Calendar
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Board of Directors

Pana’ewa Zoo Plant Sale
May 2nd

8 am – 2 pm

Tiger Fun Day
June 27th

9 am – 1:30 pm

FOZ Board Meetings
Wednesday, March11th
Wednesday, April 8th
Wednesday, May 13th
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